Desire Under the Elms
by Eugene O’Neill
AMERICAN CLASSIC
This multi-racial reboot of a Eugene O’Neill classic about ownership and desire won critical acclaim in South Africa for its lyric beauty and boldness.
directed by Fred Abrahamse
ABRAHAMSE-MEYER PRODUCTIONS
Cape Town, South Africa

Marco Millions
by Eugene O’Neill
SATIRE WITH SONGS
A burlesque retelling of the life of Marco Polo casts the 14th century Italian adventurer as an avatar of a Roaring 1920’s tycoon.
directed by Talya Klein
THE HERE & NOW
South Windham, VT

Tango Christie
by Alla Korovkina
adapted from "Anna Christie"
by Eugene O’Neill
DANCE DRAMA
Reimagined by Russian theater artists, this new version of O’Neill’s ground-breaking drama features dance, piano, and Russian dolls.
directed by Alla Korovkina
in Russian with English supertitles
DR. CHEKHOV’S THEATER ENSEMBLE
Samara, Russia

The Hairy Ape
by Eugene O’Neill
EXPRESSIONIST MASTERPIECE
This movement-based production highlights the athleticism of Eugene O’Neill’s text, rich with tension between muscle and steel, humanity and mechanization
directed by Brenda Geffers
EGOPO CLASSIC THEATER
Philadelphia, PA

In the Bar of a Tokyo Hotel
by Tennessee Williams
WAR OF WORDS
This intense and personal late-60’s Williams one act features the original cast of the 2012 New York production.
directed by Everett Quinton
292 THEATRE
New York, NY

Kirche Küche Kinder
(An Outrage for the Stage)
by Tennessee Williams
SATIRE WITH SONGS
Catch a rare chance to see this irreverent, outrageous, rule-bending comedy that hasn’t been produced since 1979.
directed by Robertson Dean
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Lubbock, TX
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Small Craft Warnings
by Tennessee Williams
LYRIC DRAMA
A crass menagerie of misfits in a small seaside bar survive on hope. There could hardly be a more perfect setting than Provincetown for this rare play.
directed by Patrick Falco
TW THEATER FESTIVAL
Provincetown, MA

A Perfect Analysis
Given by a Parrot
by Tennessee Williams
with "Welded," Act 2, Scene 2
by Eugene O’Neill
HAPPY ENDINGS! PUPPETS!
Grab a drink at the historic Governor Bradford and join two different kinds of "good-time girls" ...one from Williams’ perspective, and another from O'Neill's.
directed by Fred Abrahamse
ABRAHAMSE & MEYER PRODUCTIONS
Cape Town, South Africa

Saloon Songs & Stage Moms
by Larry Dean Harris (Stage Moms)
LIVE MUSIC
This year’s plays feature Irish songs, and what better place to sing them than in a bar? And what if Williams’ and O’Neill’s mothers both showed up? Order a drink and find out
directed by Larry Dean Harris
musical director John Thomas
TW THEATER FESTIVAL
Provincetown, MA

Movie Night: Anna Christie
by Bradley King
from the Eugene O’Neill play
SILENT FILM WITH MUSIC
Pull up a blanket on the beach and settle in for a great silent movie experience, complete with live musical accompaniment!
directed by John Griffith Wray
TW THEATER FESTIVAL
Provincetown, MA

WILLIAMS 101:
Everything You Wanted to Know
DISCUSSION
This entertaining 75-minute lesson on Tennessee Williams and Eugene O’Neill will brief you on the playwrights, with handy insights about our lineup of performances.
hosted by Jef Hall-Flavin
featuring guest artists
TW THEATER FESTIVAL
Provincetown, MA

OPENING PARTY:
Beyond Success
PARTY
Make your weekend a success with a healthy dose of live music! Let the libations lead you to the dance floor.
Complimentary Appetizers
Cash Bar
Live Band

twptown.org